
Bell Ringer

1. Get the Bell Ringer sheet from the table by the door that applies to your 
situation and follow it’s directions:
◦ Bell Ringer A = Haven’t finished the Level Set

◦ Bell Ringer B = Haven’t set-up comp. book

◦ Bell Ringer C = Need to add Yesterday’s Bell Ringer to your comp. book

◦ Bell Ringer D = You need to finish the Edulastic 5-question formative test and we have our 
computer cart. 

2. When you finish, return your Bell Ringer to the correct stack on the table by 
the door, from where you got it. These are class sets and need to remain in 
class.

3. Take out your planner and update the homework (on board.)

4. Sit silently and wait for further directions.





Bell Ringer A: 
Students who haven’t completed 
the Level Set

1.Get your assigned computer.

2.Login and begin working on the Level Set. 

3.You must answer the questions using nothing but your 

own knowledge. 



Bell Ringer B: 
Students who haven’t set-up their 
comp. books

1.Get your comp. book (from your class’ comp. book 
bin.) Don’t have one? Ms. Barker has extras and 
can provide you with one.

2.Borrow Ms. Barker’s comp. book (found in the front 
of the absent bin.) New to Landon? Ask a peer, 
they’ll be happy to help.

3.Sit at the round table and set-up your comp. book

4.Return Ms. Barker’s comp. book to the absent bin 
when finished.



Bell Ringer C – Revised:
Students who are caught up

1. Get your comp. book and ensure your information is accurate. For those who didn’t finish yesterday, the 

information is below. For those that DID this yesterday, double check your information and make fixes. There 

was a typo in the hints column for “subjective” and “objective.” The chart below has been fixed and is 
accurate. 

2. In your Personal Vocab. Dictionary, add “author’s purpose” to the “A” entry page: Author’s purpose (noun) –

the author’s reason for writing; author’s usually write for one or more reasons: to express thoughts or feelings 

(e.g. poetry,) to inform ( e.g. articles,) to explain (e.g. how-tos) and to entertain (e.g. fiction short stories.)

3. Add “point of view” to the “P entry” page: point of view (noun) – refers to how a writer chooses to narrate a 

text.

4. Finish the definition for “point of view” by copying the chart (below) into your entry. NOTE: the chart should NOT 

take up the whole page.

Type of Point of View First Person Third Person Subjective Objective

What it means: The narrator is a 
character in the story

The narrator is NOT a 
character in the story

Writer includes opinion Writer presents facts

Hints: Uses: I, me, my, we Uses: he, she, it, they Generally found in: 
Newspaper editorials, 
blogs, biographies, 
comments on the 
Internet

Generally found in: 
Encyclopedias, 
textbooks, news 
reporting



Bell Ringer D – If the cart has been returned:
Students who haven’t completed Edulastic
5-question formative

1. Get your assigned computer. (Check the clipboard on top of the cart to find out what number you 
have been assigned in this class for the whole year.

2. Login to the computer.
1. Username = lower case “s” and your student ID number. Example: s07041569
2. Password = (capital first letter of your first name + day your were born in two-digit form + lower case first 

initial of your last name + last four digits of your social security number OR last four digits of your ID number. 
For example, our class mascot Arturo Turtle who is born on May 6th’s password would be: A06t1234 (using 
the last four digits of HIS social security number) or A06t1569 (using the ID #)

3. Open up a web browser and search “Edulastic”
4. Click on “Edulastic Formative Assessments” from the search.
5. Click on the blue “join for free” button at the top.
6. Enter your class code (see absence board clipboard) and click red/orange “sign-in with office 365.”
7. Use the same information you used to get to the computer. It may automatically link your email with 

Clever. If not, it’s your student s followed by your student i.d. number “@duvalschools.org” If that 
doesn’t work, try @students.duvalschools.org” For example, our class mascot’s email would be: 
s07041569@duvalschools.org

8. Accept all/click all next buttons to get to our class’ dashboard. If it says there are “no assignments” 
click on “assignments” in the left nav bar. You will need to take the 5-question: Grade 7 Formative on 
central idea, citing evidence, and point of view.

9. Ask a student for help. If after asking 3 people and reasonable problem-solving has taken place, ask 
the teacher for help.

10. When you finish, log-off and return your computer to the correct slot in the cart. Remember to plug in 
the power cord.

mailto:s07041569@duvalschools.org


Housekeeping

HOMEWORK:

◦Complete 2 weekly A3Ks by Saturday at 11:59 P.M.

◦ Study for Among the Hidden exam which will occur the 

week of Sept. 4th (new-to-Landon students, this is 

optional.)

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

◦None



The Fine Print

STANDARDS: RL.2.6 Determine an author’s point of view or 
purpose in a text and analyze how the author distinguishes his 
or her position from that of others.

OBJECTIVES:

I can…

◦Analyze a text

◦Determine author’s purpose

◦Determine details that help me figure out the author’s 
perspective



Materials:
NOTE:

Teacher does NOT care if you orient your 

paper:

◦ up-and-down (holes on the left) or 

◦ side-to-side (holes at the top.)

Teacher does care that:

◦ your paper is looseleaf notebook paper, 

rather than ripped out of your comp. 

book

◦ your heading (see example) is written in 

the top, right corner.

◦ you write in pencil, dark blue, or black 

ink only.

◦ you write on the front of the paper only, 

so you may need a few sheets.

First Name Last Name

Date
Period

Author’s Perspective Chart

Entry Direct Quote: Citation: What 
Quote 

Reveals:



Author’s Perspective Chart
Entry: Direct quote from the text: Citation: What it reveals about the

author’s perspective:



We Do: Read “Craig Keilburger…”

Collections textbooks should be open to 

p. 307
Follow along as we read aloud.

Add to your chart.



Author’s Perspective Chart
Entry: Direct quote from the text: Citation: What it reveals about the

author’s perspective:

“When I was … young … I dreamed 

of being Superman … [and] 

snatch[ing] up all the bad people 

seeking to destroy our planet.”

In his youth, the author –Craig 

Kielburger—had the desire to 

protect. At an early age he 

felt strongly about protecting 

the planet.

#1 paragraph 1

#2 “[In reference to Kielburger reading 

about a same-age peer in another 

country] According to the article, he 

had been sold into bondage … and 

forced to work twelve hours a day. 

He had lost his freedom to laugh and 

play. He had lost his freedom to go to 

school.”

paragraph 2 At age 12, Kielburger learns 

about the life of a Pakistani 

boy and recognizes that this 

boy did not have the same 

freedoms Kielburger may 

have taken for granted.





Author’s Perspective Chart
Entry: Direct quote from the text: Citation: What it reveals about the

author’s perspective:

Kielburger is not content to sit 

back, but travels the world to 

try and make a difference. In 

this time, he not only learns 

about child labor conditions 

in different countries, but he 

also has a heart to learn 

about the children 

completing the labor and 

what they hope for if they 

ever escape poverty.

#3 Paragraphs 

4 - 6

“Over the past four years, in my 

travels for Free the Children I have 

had the opportunity to meet many 

children around the world. … I have 

met children like Jeffery [and] 

Muniannal. … I have met children in 

the sugar cane fields ... who dream 

of [a different, improved life]”





Author’s Perspective Chart
Entry: Direct quote from the text: Citation: What it reveals about the

author’s perspective:





Work Period

◦Work with your table to continue reading “Craig 

Kielburger Reflects on Working Toward Peace.” Pages 

307 - 312

◦ Stop periodically to add relevant information to your 

chart.

◦Where you leave off, is where we will start next class. This 

is NOT homework.

◦Hold onto the chart and bring it back tomorrow.



Closing: Packing Up Checklist
HOMEWORK:

Complete 2 weekly A3Ks by Saturday at 11:59 P.M.

Study for Among the Hidden exam which will occur the week 
of Sept. 4th (new-to-Landon students, this is optional.)

DO THE FOLLOWING:

1.Hold onto your charts. Bring them back next class.

2.Return teacher’s supplies you borrowed where they belong.

3.Throw away trash.

4.Pack-up personal belongings.

5.Sit silently and wait for teacher to dismiss you.


